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A directed graph or digraph, for short, could be interpreted as an 
abstract representation f the flow of control through acomputer program. 
Thus if the program instructions are associated with the vertices of a 
digraph and the arcs specify the conditions under which the execution 
sequence of the program should follow that arc, then we have an (abstract) 
program. In many applications it is desirable to be able to transform such 
a labeled graph to a standard form, satisfying certain constraints, by a 
sequence of transformations applied to it which preserve program equiv- 
alence. The transformations that we have considered have the desired 
property: when applied to directed labeled graphs representing a program, 
they preserve program equivalence in a very strong sense. This set of 
transformations were first suggested by Cooper [2, 5]. They have certain 
other desirable properties in addition to the one described above. A brief 
description of these transformations is given in the appendix. 
In this paper, we are not directly concerned with the labeled graphs as 
such, but rather with the underlying structure represented by the digraph. 
The transformations therefore are applicable to any digraph. A rough 
measure of the complexity of the cycle structure of a digraph is its cycle 
rank, a number that can be uniquely associated with every digraph. We 
have investigated the effect of these transformations on the cycle rank of a 
digraph. It has been shown that none of these transformations can reduce 
the cycle rank. It is possible, however, to hold the cycle rank constant 
through a sequence of transformations if they are applied to nodes (arcs) 
satisfying certain safety criteria. 
In Section 1 of the paper, we introduce the necessary definitions and 
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study the effect of delete node transformation on the cycle rank. Section 2 
deals with the delete arc transformation. Toward the end of Section 2 we 
show that the results obtained by Cooper in [1] with respect to delete node 
transformation follow from the results obtained above. Section 3 gives an 
algorithm that enumerates all the minimal cut sets of a digraph and hence 
also its cycle rank. The rest of Section 3 is devoted to the remaining 
transformations. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
A directed graph (digraph) is an ordered pair (X, V) where X is a finite 
set of vertices and V is a set of ordered pair of vertices called arcs. 
I f  U = (x, y) is an arc, x is called its initial vertex and y the terminal 
vertex. 
A digraph is a m-graph if there is more than one arc ul ,  us"" with the 
same initial and terminal vertices. 
A sequence of vertices, xl .... , xn is a path i f(xl ,  xi+l) ~ V, 1 ~ i ~< n -- 1. 
A path is a cycle if x~ = xn. A path (cycle) is elementary if no vertex 
appears more than once in it, except for the initial and final nodes in case 
of a cycle. 
A digraph G is strongly connected if there is a path between any pair of 
vertices. 
A loop is an arc of the form (x, x). 
A complete digraph on n-nodes ~ is a graph G = (X, V) in which 
V = X x X and X has n-nodes. 
Let G ----- (X, V) be a digraph and X'  C X. The subgraph G' = (X', V') 
consists of nodes X'  and the arcs V' are the restriction of V to X'  x X'. 
For a given graph G, the largest strongly connected subgraph that 
contains a given node is defined as a maximal strongly connected subgraph 
of the graph. It is unique for any given node in its set. 
Let G ---- (X, V) be a digraph; a subset of X'  C X of nodes is a cut-set 
if the partial subgraph G' = (X -  X', V') is cycle-free. 
A cut-set is minimal if it contains the smallest number of elements. 
The cycle rank ka of a digraph is the number of elements in a minimal 
cut-set of G. 
A digraph may have more than one minimal cut-set. Clearly, all of them 
have ka nodes. The transformations of delete node, delete arc, stretch 
input, stretch output, and duplicate node are defined in the appendix. 
A transformation applied to a digraph would in general result in a m-graph. 
We ignore this difference since it is apparent hat neither cycle rank nor 
cut sets are affected. 
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We shall use lower case Greek letters with or without subscripts to 
denote elementary cycles of a digraph, and upper case English letters to 
denote the nodes of a digraph. We now have the following: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let G = (X, V) be a digraph. The deletion of a node 
x ~ X is called a "safe deletion of a node" if there is a minimal cut-set of G 
not containing x. x is called a "safe node." 
THEOREM 1.1. I f  G' is obtained from G by safe deletion of a node of  G, 
then kc ~- k~, . 
Proof. We shall make use of the following result proved by Cooper 
in [1]. Let G' be obtained from G by deleting anode N. I f  all the elementary 
cycles of G are NoqN, Nc~2N, .... N~N,  ill,...,/3~ where N does not occur in 
any/3~, 1 ~< i ~< q, then all the elementary cycles of G' are e~l* , ~2",..-, ~* ,  
/31 ..... /3~ and also all those cycles of the following form that are elementary, 
~1~r .... , c~**. The * may be thought of as naming the initial vertex of the 
path in which it occurs. Thus, if ~ is a path of G, ~* is the cycle formed by 
the arcs of ~ and the arc joining the final node of o~ to the initial node of c~. 
Since the node N is a safe deletion, there is a minimal cut-set Y of G 
not containing N. Then Y is a cut-set of G'. Suppose it is not. Then there 
is a cycle 9' in G' that does not contain any vertex of Y. Now, if every arc 
of 9" in G' is an arc of G then 9' is a cycle of G not containing any vertex of Y, 
which is a contradiction. Suppose there is an arc of 9' in G' that is not an 
arc of G. Then since G' is obtained from G by deleting node N, by the 
theorem above, 9' must be of the form c~,~, ~,~ ,..., c~*. Then each of 
N~aN,..., N*~N, .... N~N are elementary cycles of G. Since N ~ Y, each 
of paths ~1 ,..., c~,~ must contain at least one vertex of Y, which implies 
that 9' contains at least one member of Y and hence Y is a cut-set of G'. 
We assert hat Y is a minimal cut-set of G'. Suppose it is not and Y' is 
some cut-set of G' smaller than Y. Then every elementary cycle o~*, flj 
1 ~< i ~< p, 1 ~ j ~< q must contain a vertex of Y', which implies each 
elementary cycle N~,N, fl~ of G contains a vertex of Y'. But then Y' is a 
cut-set of G smaller than the minimal cut-set which is absurd. This proves 
k~ = k~,. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.2. I f  G' is obtained from G by deleting a node N that is not 
safe, then ka" > ka.  
Proof. As shown in the proof of Theorem 1.1 above, if N~N,  fls are all 
the elementary cycles of G, then all the elementary cycles of G' are ~*,/3; 
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.... , ~.* that are elementary, 1 ~ i ~< p, 1 ~ j ~ q. and those of the form cci~ ,, 
Let now Y' be a minimal cut-set of G'. Then each of the cycles ~*,/3j of G' 
contains a vertex of Y' and hence so do the elementary cycles NcqN, fl~ of G. 
Therefore, Y' is a cut-set of G. Now, since N is non-safe, every minimal 
cut-set of G contains N. But N r Y' and hence Y' is non-minimal. It then 
follows that ko" > ko.  
THEOREM 1.3. I f  the minimal cut-set of G consists of all the nodes of G 
then every node of G has a loop. 
Proof Suppose G = (X, V) has a node x without a loop. Then X -- {x} 
is a cut-set of G smaller than the minimal cut-set, which is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY, I f  no safe deletions are possible in graph G, then G has a 
loop on every vertex. 
THEOREM 1.4. I f  G is strongly connected and has a loop on every vertex, 
then G can be transformed to t~ by delete arc transformations. 
Proof Letxq ,  xi~ be two vertices o fG = (X, V) such that (x~l, x~) r V. 
Since G is strongly connected, there exists a path xq ,  xq .... , x~ k from xq 
to x~ . I f  now, we delete an arc (x~,xi j+) from G, then, since 
(xi~+ x , x%)  ~ V, by the definition of delete arc transformation, the arcs 
added are (xi~, x%)  and (x~, xi~+). I f  we continue this process, we shall 
have finally an arc (xq,  x i )  in addition to the path xq .... , x~ k. The theorem 
now follows. 
SECTION 2 
In the present section, we shall consider the delete arc transformation. 
The development parallels that of the delete node transformation 
considered in Section 1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An arc v of a digraph G = (X, V) is called "safe" if  v 
is an are of an elementary cycle of G and the terminal node of v is a safe node. 
Deletion of an are is a "safe deletion of an are" if the are is safe. 
THEOREM 2.1. l f  G' is obtained from G by safe deletion of an arc from G, 
then ha" = ha. 
Proof Suppose G = (X, V) is a given digraph and G' = (X', V') is 
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obtained from G by deleting an arc (A, B) of G. I f  ABc~A, BI~sB, ~'k are all 
the elementary cycles of G, 1 ~< i ~< nl ,  1 ~<j ~< n~, 1 ~< k ~< n3, then 
the elementary cycles of G' are AortA, BlUrB, ),~ and all the cycles of the 
form AfiiBo~sA that are elementary. Clearly, % does not contain A and/~i 
does not contain B. 
To prove this, let 3 = U1 ,..., U~ be an elementary cycle of G'. I f  every 
arc U1 ,..., U, of S is an arc of G, then 3 is an elementary cycle of G and 
hence must be of the form B~sB or ~,~. Suppose there is an arc U~ of 
which is not an arc of G. Then, by definition of delete arc transformations, 
Us = (A, Xs) where (B, xs) ~ V. Then 3 can be written as 
(A, xs) Ui+ 1 Ui+ 2 ,..., U n U 1 ..... Ui_ 1 
where Ui-1 = (x, A) for some x e X. Therefore, 
(A, B)(B, x3 U~+~ ..... U, UI ,..., (x, A) 
is a cycle in G and is an elementary cycle of G if B is not an initial or 
terminal vertex of U1, U 2 .... , Ui-1, Ui+l ,..., U~. But this precisely is an 
elementary cycle of G of the form ABc~iA and hence 3 is of the form A~iA. 
Suppose now U s = (B, x') and i + 1 ~ j ~ n. Then 3 is of the form 
(A, x3 u~+~ .... , u~_I(B, x') um ,..., u,u~ ..... u~_~(x, A) 
where Us-1 = (Y, B) for some y ~ X and none of the arcs U1 ..... Ui_~, 
Ui+l .... , Us_e, Us+a ..... U~ has A or B as terminal vertices. But then 
(.4, B)(B, x3 U,+I ..... Uj_~(B, x') Us+~ ..... U, U1 ..... U,~(x, A) 
is a cycle of G. By the assumption made above, (B, xs) Ui+l ..... Us_ 1 is an 
elementary cycle of G that passes through B but not A and hence must be 
of the form BfliB for some i. ~ can now be written as 
A~i (B  , x ' )  Us+ 1 . . . . .  gnu 1 ,..., Vi_2(X , A). 
Similarly, (A, B)(B, x') Uj+I ..... UnU1 ,..., U,,_2(x, A) is an elementary 
cycle of G containing AB as an arc and must be of the form ABc~sA for 
some fi 3 now becomes an elementary cycle of the form AfliB~sA , which 
proves the assertion. 
By assumption, the arc AB is a safe deletion and hence B is a safe node. 
Therefore, there is a minimal cut-set of G not containing B. By an argument 
parallel to that used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 above, we can show that 
this is a cut-set of G'. In fact, it is a minimal cut-set of G'. Since the arc AB 
is in a cycle, there is at least one cycle of the form ABo~,A in G and a cycle 
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of the form A~A in G' that does not pass through B. This proves the 
theorem. Q.ED. 
COROLLARY. fiG' is obtained from G by deleting an arc not contained in 
any elementary cycle of G, then ka ~ ko, . 
Suppose now the arc deleted from G is such that it is an elementary 
cycle of G but the terminal vertex of the arc is not a safe node. Then by an 
argument parallel to that used in proving Theorem 1.2 we can prove the 
following: 
THEOREM 2.2. I f  G' is obtained from G by deletion of  an arc AB that is 
on some elementary cycle of G, but for which B is not a safe node, then 
ko, ~ ka.  
We next proceed to show the relationship between the concept introduced 
in this paper and those of Cooper [1]. In the following definition, a path 
(cycle) meets every vertex that occurs in it. 
DEFINITION (Cooper). A digraph is "loop-connected" (k)(LC(k)) where 
k is an integer >~2 if  there are k nodes A1 .... , Ak ,  k elementary cycles 
~ ,..., ~k , and an elementary cycle ~ such that 
(a) there is no one node which is on ~ and on all the Vi ; 
(b) for 1 <~ i <~ k, the cycle Vi meets all of  A1 ..... A~ except Ai ; 
(c) 3 meets all of A1 ..... A~ . 
A digraph is loop-connected (LC) if it is LC(2). 
A proper cycle is a cycle which meets two or more distinct nodes. 
A proper cycle free (PCF) graph is a graph with no proper cycles. 
The concept of the cycle rank of a graph directly leads to that of loop 
connectedness. 
Cooper has also defined a node N to be a safe deletion (called C-safe 
here) if there is another node A (not N) such that every elementary cycle 
of G that meets N also meets A. 
It is easily seen that, if a node is C-safe, then it is safe under present 
definition, although the reverse is not necessarily true. Suppose now G is 
a strongly connected (SC) graph with ka >~ 2. Let G' be obtained from G 
by performing C-safe deletions until no further deletions are possible. 
Then by Theorem 1.1, and the above fact, ko, ---- ka >~ 2. Also G' is SC. 
Suppose now G is not LC. Then G' is PCF (see [1]). But G' has at least 
two vertices and is SC and hence cannot be PCF. Hence G must be LC. 
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Conversely, if G is LC, then there exist vertices A, B of G and cycles 
~A, ~,  3, that satisfy the conditions of the definition. In particular, there 
is no one vertex common to ~A, ~'n and S which imply that k~ >~ 2. Thus 
if G is SC then G is LC iff kc ~> 2. 
Suppose now G is any digraph. Consider the maximal strongly connected 
components of G. If each of these has cycle rank 1, then, by successive 
C-safe deletion of nodes, the graph reduces to PCF form. If any of these 
strong components has ka > 1, then this component would reduce to a 
graph which is LC and hence G does not reduce to PCF form. 
Suppose now G' is PCF. Clearly the cycle rank of every strong com- 
ponent of G' is 1 and it follows that the same is true of every strong 
component of G. Thus G is transformable toPCF form by C-safe deletions 
if and only if the cycle rank of each strong component of G is 1. By above, 
this is true if and only if each strong component of G is not LC, which is 
true iff G is not LC. Hence G is transformable toPCF iff G is not LC, which 
is the main result of [1]. 
SECTION 3 
Given any digraph G = (AT, V), it is possible to determine the set of all 
its minimal cut-sets and hence its rank by a simple algorithm. The 
algorithm is algebraic and is similar to that used by Berge [3] to find the 
minimum externally stable sets of a graph. Each vertex is considered as a 
set consisting of exactly one element and the operation of logical sum and 
logical multiplication are used to form a logical expression ~. To obtain 
this expression, the set of all elementary cycles of the graph is enumerated. 
Several efficient algorithms are known for doing this [4]. ~ is then a product 
of sums where the sums are taken over the set of vertices of each elementary 
cycle. The associative property and the law of absorption (ax  = a 
whenever x D a) are used to simplify ~b, remove redundancies, and 
reduce ~ to a sum of products form. The terms with the smallest number 
of vertices are the minimal cut-sets of G and the number of vertices in 
such a term, its rank. The algorithm is illustrated by an example, which 
follows. 
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Let G be the graph shown in the figure. The elementary cycles of G are 
(a, b), (a, c, b), (d, a, b), (d, a, c, b), (d, c, b). 
= (a + b)(a + c + b)(d + a -? b)(d + c + b)(d -{- a + c + b) 
= (a-? b)(d + c + b) : b + ad + ac. 
Hence G has a single minimal cut-set {b) and its rank is 1. 
In the rest of this section we shall study the effect of stretch input, stretch 
output, and then duplicate node transformations on the rank of a graph. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  G' is obtained from G by stretching the input (output) 
of a node N of G then k~ =- kc" 9 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem for stretch input transformation 
only. The treatment for the other transformation is entirely similar. 
Let G : (X, V) be the given digraph, N ~ X. By definition, (N, N) r V. 
LetlN -- {y [ y ~ Xand (y, N) ~ V}, and let q~ _C I~v. Then G' is obtained 
from G by deleting all arcs (x, N), x e 4, adding a node N'  and arcs 
(N'N), (x, N') for x e 4. 
Let now aj- and bj denote members of Iu -- q~ and ~b, respectively. If  all 
the elementary cycles of G are N~ijajN, Nfli~bjN, ~, then all the elementary 
cycles of G' are N~ijajN, Nflijb~N'N, ~. To prove this let ~ = U1U~ ,..., U~ 
be an elementary cycle of G'. If  every arc of 8 is an arc of G, then 3 is an 
elementary cycle of G' and must be of the form Na~a~N or ~. Suppose 
contains (one) occurrence of the arc Ui : (N'N). Then 3 can be written as 
U1 ,..., Ui_~(xl , N')(N', N)(N, x~) Ui+2 .... , U~ , 
which is the same as 
(N, x2) U~+~ ,..., U~ Uz ,..., Ui_2(xl, N')(N', N). 
But (Xx, N') is an arc of G' implies x~ e ~ and hence 
(N, x~) Ui+2 ..... UnU1 . . . . .  Ui_2(x1, N) 
is an elementary cycle of G. This is of the form Nfl~jbjN, where b~. = Xl 
and hence 3 is of the form NfiijbjN'N, which proves the assertion. It is clear 
from above that a minimal cut-set of X' of G is a cut-set of G' and further 
that every elementary cycle through N' in G' also passes through N. 
We only now have to show that X' is a minimal cut-set of G'. Suppose it is 
not, and let Y be a cut-set of G' smaller than X'. Y could not contain both 
N and N' since otherwise we could obtain a smaller cut-set of G' by 
deleting N' from Y. Suppose N' ~ Y. Then N r Yand Y' : Y -- {N'} +{N} 
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is a minimal cut-set of G'. But this is also a cut-set of G with fewer than 
ko elements, which is a contradiction. Similarly, if N '  q~ Y, then Y is a 
cut-set of G and we again obtain a contradiction. This proves the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  G' is obtained from G by duplicating a node N of G, 
then kG" >~ kG . Further, if the node N is a safe node, the equality holds. 
Proof Let G ] (X, V) be the given digraph, N e X, and 
IN = {y l y ~ X and (y, N)e  V}. 
ON -=- { y I Y ~ X and (N, y) E V}. 
I f  (N, N e V), then N (~ I~, N q~ ON. Further, let A be a non-nuU proper 
subset of IN and let B = IN --  A. G' = (X', V') is obtained from G as 
follows. Delete arcs (xlN), x ~ B add node N', and arcs (x lN')x e B, 
(N', y), y e O N . I f  (N, N) e V then (N', N') E V'. Consider now the set of 
all elementary cycles of G. Let aj ,  bk denote elements of A and B, respec- 
tively (see Figure 1). Then if all the elementary cycles of G are Noqa~N, 
Nfljb~N, Nc~ia/~i'bkN, fl~b~fl/a~N, and yj where y~. does not pass through 
N, then all the elementary cycles of G' are of the form Noqa~N, N'fi~bjN', 
N'~ia~c~i'b~N', ~ and all the cycles of the form N'fljb~fij'Noziak~i'bkN' that 
are elementary. The proof of this assertion is left to the reader. The indices 
are independent of each other and the indexed variables range over 
indicated sets. 
FIGURE 1 
Suppose now N is a safe node so that (N, N) ~ V. Let X'  be a minimal 
cut-set of G, N ~ X'. It follows then, considering the set of elementary 
cycles of G', that X' is a cut-set of G'. We show that X' is also a minimal 
cut-set of G'. I f  not, then there is a cut-set Y of G' containing fewer than 
ka elements. 
Suppose N'  r Y, then it follows that a Y is a cut-set of G with fewer than 
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ko elements, which is a contradiction. If N 'E  Y, consider the set 
Y' = Y -- {N'}. Since none of the cycles No~iajN, 7j of G' contains N', each 
of them must pass through some vertex in Y'. But this implies that 
Y' + {N} is a cut-set of G if N 6 Y', else Y' is a cut-set of G. In either case 
this results in a contradiction, and proves the theorem. 
Suppose N is not a safe node of G. If (N, iV) e V, then, by definition, 
(N, N), (N', N') e V'. Hence any minimal cut-set of G' is of the form 
(N, N', xl ..... xk). We show that k + 2 > ka 9 Suppose the contrary, 
k <~ ka -- 2. Since the elementary cycles 7j do not pass through N or N', 
each 7J must contain some vertex xl ,..., xk 9 But then (N, xl ..... xk) is a 
cut-set of G with ~<ko -- 1 elements, which is absurd. Therefore, ko, > ka. 
In the other case, since N is a member of every minimal cut-set of G, the set 
of elementary paths o~iaj, flibj, o~ia~oLi'bk, fi~bjfi/a~ does not have a single 
vertex in common. Because otherwise we could form a minimal cut-set 
of G not containing N. Further, if 2" = {N, Xl ..... xk} is a minimal cut-set 
of G, then, for every xi,  there is a cycle 7j that contains it and no other. 
Therefore, in G', any minimal cut-set must contain xl .... , xe. In addition, 
it contains either N, N'  or else some other pair of vertices common to the 
set of all paths listed earlier. In either case, ke" > ko and the theorem is 
proved. Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX 
In this section we define the directed graph transformations considered 
in the text. In each case we give a description of the general case and 
illustrate the transformation with a particular case. The illustration, of 
course, shows how the affected part of the graph is altered; the graph may 
have other nodes and arcs, except hat in all cases we assume that there are 
no further arcs which lead into or out of the nodes labeled N. 
A C A C 
B E B E 
D 
o 
TRANSFORMATION TI 
T1: Stretch a node N by outputs. Let 0 be some subset of the output 
nodes of N; this subset may be all the output nodes, but must not be empty. 
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Delete all arcs from N to nodes in 0, add a new node N1, and add arcs 
from N to N1 and from N1 to all nodes in 0. (The output nodes of a node N 
are all those nodes P such that there is an arc NP, including N itself if there 
is an arc NN.) 
In the example 0 is the set {N, D, E}. 
A A 
o ~ 
oJ 
C C 
TRANSFORMATION T2 
T2: Stretch a node N by inputs. Let ! be some subset of the input nodes 
of N; this subset may be all the input nodes but must not be empty. Delete 
all arcs from nodes in I to N, add a new node Nz, and add arcs from N~ 
to N and from all nodes in 1to N I .  (The input nodes of a node are defined 
in an analogous way to the output nodes.) 
In the example I is the set {A, B}. 
A D 
TRANSFORMATION T5 
A D 
T3: Duplicate a node N. Let I be some non-empty, proper subset of the 
input nodes of N, not including N itself if NN is an arc. Delete all arcs from 
nodes in I to N, add a new node N1, add arcs from N1 to all the output 
nodes of N (except N itself if NN is an arc), and add arcs from every node 
in I to N1. I f  NN is an arc also add an arc N~N~. 
In the example I is the set {A, B}. 
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A C 
c 
~> B " D 
B 
TRANSFORMATION T4 
T4: Delete an arc AN. This transformation may be made only if there is 
no arc NN. Delete the arc AN and add arcs from A to all the output nodes 
of N. I f  A was the only input node of N then also delete node N and all 
arcs leading from N. In the text, we have considered generalized delete arc 
transformation. I f  the arc NN is present, the output nodes of N contain N. 
A C A C 
B D B D 
TRANSFORMATION T5 
T5: Delete a node N. This transformation may be made only if there is 
no arc NN and is equivalent to applying a sequence of T4 transformations 
in any order to all the arcs leading to N. Add all possible arcs from an 
input node of N to an output node of N and delete node N and all arcs 
leading to or from N. 
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